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Leptoquarks with mass in the region of 550 − 650 GeV are a possible candidate for the recent excess seen
by CMS in the eejj and eνjj channels. We discuss models where leptoquarks decay primarily to dark matter
and jets, thereby giving a branching to charged lepton and jet final states that can match data. The confluence
of proton decay constraints, dark matter indirect and direct detection data, and Higgs invisible decay bounds
results in a handful of predictive models that will be conclusively verified or excluded in upcoming direct
detection experiments. Along the way, we present robust limits on such leptoquark models stemming from the
muon magnetic moment using current and projected experiment sensitivities, as well as from K and B meson
mixing, and leptonic and semi-leptonic meson decays.
I. INTRODUCTION
Leptoquarks (LQs) are bosons that couple to a quark and
a lepton. While not essential elements in addressing today’s
most outstanding questions (such as the gauge hierarchy prob-
lem or the identity dark matter), these particles have a venera-
ble history in particle physics, going back at least to the Pati-
Salam model [1], SU(5) Grand Unification [2], and techni-
color [3] 1.
LQs are strongly interacting, and their decay products in-
clude leptons. This fact alone makes them promising search
candidates at hadron colliders; indeed, both CMS and ATLAS
have placed stringent limits on their masses.
For second generation LQs, CMS has performed searches
with 19.6 fb−1 of data focusing on the µµjj and µνjj final
states, which has resulted in the exclusion of scalar LQs with
masses below 1070 (785) GeV for Brµj = 1(0.5) [9, 10].
Similarly, third generation scalar LQs with masses below 740
GeV are excluded at 95% C.L assuming 100% branching frac-
tion for the LQ decay to a τ lepton and a bottom quark [11],
whereas the case of branching ratio of 100% into top quark -
τ lepton pairs is ruled out up to a mass of 634 GeV [12].
Searches for first generation of letptoquarks, on the other
hand, have resulted in a mild evidence for ∼ 650 GeV scalar
LQs. The CMS collaboration using 19.6 fb−1 of integrated
luminosity has revealed a 2.4σ and 2.6σ excess in the eejj
and eνjj channels respectively, after optimizing cuts for a 650
GeV LQ [8].
An interesting feature of the recent excess seen in the first
generation searches is that the branching into lepton and jets
final states cannot be the entire story. LQs are produced domi-
nantly through gluon fusion and quark-antiquark annihilation.
The NLO production cross section for a 650 (550) GeV LQ
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1 We refer to [4] - [6] and references therein for more of the early literature.
LQs also appear in a variety of other contexts, of which we cite a few
examples [7].
is 0.0132 (0.0431) pb, with a PDF uncertainty of 0.00322
(0.00893) pb. If the renormalisation/factorisation scale is var-
ied between half the LQ mass and double the LQ mass, the
cross sections are 0.0113 (0.037) pb and 0.0149 (0.0485) pb
respectively. On the other hand, the observed cross section
times the branching to lepton and jets final states is much
smaller than the theoretical prediction. In fact, a recent study
[13] of the excess has concluded that for a 550 GeV LQ, the
best fits are obtained for Brej = 0.12 and Brνj = 0.15, while
for a 650 GeV LQ, the branching ratios are Brej = 0.21 and
Brνj = 0.13. In other words, there is a significant branching
of LQs into other states, potentially dark matter.
The excess observed is clearly preliminary, and results from
the 14 TeV run should be watched carefully. Nevertheless, it
is worthwhile to explore model building possibilities in case
the signal does hold up. A theoretically appealing scenario
would arise if LQs are tied to dark matter while obeying cur-
rent constraints.
The purpose of this paper is to outline possible scenarios
that fulfill these criteria. In particular, we study frameworks
where a 550−650 GeV LQ possibly has significant branching
to dark matter, and present the confluence of proton decay
constraints, indirect and direct dark matter detection bounds
and the Higgs invisible decay limits in such a setting. This
turns out to be remarkably predictive and verifiable, and for
the benefit of the reader, we summarize our results here.
Proton decay constraints limit the possible scalar LQ mod-
els to just two - those where the LQs are doublets under
SU(2). The LQ gauge charges pick out the following dark
matter candidates (after requiring dark matter stability) - (i)
scalar or fermionic triplets, which are ruled out by Fermi-LAT
data in the mass range of interest; (ii) scalar or fermionic sin-
glets, which are within reach of the projected XENON1T ex-
periment in the mass range of interest.
Along the way, we present robust limits stemming from the
muon magnetic moment using current and projected experi-
ment sensitivities, as well as coming from K and B meson
mixing, and leptonic and semi-leptonic meson decays.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we write
down the possible LQ models and discuss relevant proton de-
cay, muon magnetic moment, and meson mixing and decays
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2bounds. In Section III, we write down our model connect-
ing the LQ and dark matter sectors, whereas in Section IV we
work out the dark matter phenomenology. Lastly, we end with
our conclusions.
II. GENERAL LEPTOQUARKMODELS
In this section, we first present simplified models of scalar
LQs and discuss stringent bounds stemming from the muon
magnetic moment, collider, flavor and proton decay bounds.
A general classification of renormalizable LQ models can be
found in [14, 15]. The relevant models, following the nota-
tion of Ref.[14] are listed in the Table I. For reasons that will
leptoquark leptoquark SU(3)× SU(2)× U(1)
notation couplings representation of LQ
R2 R2Qe, R2Lu (3, 2, 7/6)
R˜2 R˜2Ld (3, 2, 1/6)
S1 S1QL, S1ue (3, 1,−1/3)
S3 S3QL (3, 3,−1/3)
S˜1 S˜1d e (3, 1,−4/3)
TABLE I. Interaction terms for scalar LQs allowed by symmetries. Note
that all the LQ candidates have L = −1, B = 1/3, B − L = 4/3.
be clear later, we will be mostly interested in the models con-
taining R2 and R˜2, where the latter will be our primary focus
when we discuss the dark matter phenomenology and the con-
nection to the recent CMS excess. The model containing R˜2
has a Lagrangian given by
L = −λijd d
i
RR˜
T
2 L
j
L + h.c. , (1)
where (i, j) denote flavor indices. Expanding the SU(2) in-
dices yields,
L = −λijd d
i
αR(Vαe
j
L − YανjL) + h.c. . (2)
Similarly, the model containing R2 has the following La-
grangian:
L = −λiju uiRRT2 LjL − λije eiRR†2QjL + h.c. , (3)
where
R2 =
(
Vα
Yα
)
,  =
(
0 1
−1 0
)
, LL =
(
νL
eL
)
. (4)
After expanding the SU(2) indices it takes the form,
L = −λiju uiαR(VαejL − YανjL)
−λije eiR(V †αujαL + Y †αdjαL) + h.c. , (5)
where the same notation as before has been used. Now we will
turn our attention to discussing important bounds on LQs.
A. Proton Decay
A very important issue to be accounted for in LQ models
is baryon number violation, due to the strong bounds on pro-
cesses like p → pi0e+. Only those models that have no pro-
ton decay in perturbation theory should be considered. Hence
the fields S1, S3, and S˜1 that allow the respective operators
S1QQ + S1ud, S3QQ, and S˜1uu are ignored since they in-
duce fast proton decay via tree-level scalar LQ exchange. For
the LQs R2 and R˜2, symmetries disallow couplings of these
operators to quark bilinears; hence, there is no proton decay
diagram via LQ exchange at dimension four [16]. However,
there are still dangerous dimension five operators, namely,
d
s
R2
Q, u
e, L
〈H〉
FIG. 1. Diagram for proton decay.
L(R2) ⊃ 1
Λ
gabdaRαd
b
Rβ(H
†R2γ)αβγ (6)
L(R˜2) ⊃ 1
Λ
gabuaRαd
b
Rβ(H
†R˜2γ)αβγ (7)
L(R˜2) ⊃ 1
Λ
gabuaRαe
b
R(R˜2βR˜2γ)
αβγ . (8)
For example, in Fig. 1 we display a diagram that shows baryon
number violating decay involving the LQ R2. We stress
that the coupling constant matrix g is antisymmetric in flavor
space. Note that Eq.6 leads to the nucleon decay n→ e−K+
and p → K+ν, whereas Eq.7 induces n → e−pi+ and
p → pi+ν. The lifetime of such decays is short, demanding
the LQs masses to lie much above the TeV scale.
A simple way to prevent these operators is to impose a
Z3 symmetry under which fields carry charges exp[2pii(B −
L)/3] [16]. It is easy to check that imposing this symmetry
(or any other discrete subgroup of U(1)B−L) will not remedy
the tree level proton decay induced by the LQs S1, S3, and
S˜1, since all the relevant interactions in those cases conserve
B − L. In conclusion, in order to have a plausible LQ model
with proton stability, LQs that are doublets under SU(2) are
preferred, and moreover some sort of discrete symmetry must
be invoked. Particularly, in the case of LQs R2 and R˜2 it is a
Z3 one.
3B. Muon Magnetic Moment
The muon magnetic moment is one of the most precisely
measured quantities in particle physics, and a 3.6σ discrep-
ancy has been observed recently indicating that new physics
may be around the corner. Despite the uncertainties rising
from hadronic contributions, the current deviation is reported
as ∆aµ = (295 ± 81) × 10−11 [17]. The combined effort
from the theoretical and experimental side expects to reduce
the uncertainties down to ∆aµ = (295 ± 34) × 10−11 [17].
The latter is referred as our projected bound. In this context,
through the diagrams shown in Fig.2, LQs give rise to sizeable
contributions according to Eq.(9) [17],
∆aµ(V ) =
1
8pi2
NcQqm
2
µ
M2V
∫ 1
0
dx
g2s Ps(x) + g
2
p Pp(x)
(1− x)(1− λ2x) + 2λ2x
+
1
8pi2
NcQΦm
2
µ
M2Φ
∫ 1
0
dx
g2s P
′
s(x) + g
2
p P
′
p(x)
2λ2(1− x)(1− −2x) + x (9)
where  = mq/mµ and λ = mµ/MV , mq(Qq) is the mass
(electric charge) of the quark running in the loop, gs and ga
are the respective scale and pseudo-scalar couplings to muons,
and
P ′s(x) = x
2(1 + − x),
P ′p(x) = x
2(1 + − x),
P ′s(x) = −x(1− x)(x+ ),
P ′p(x) = −x(1− x)(x− ) (10)
FIG. 2. Diagrams involving general LQs (Φ) that contribute to muon
g − 2.
g-2 Bounds on 650 GeV Leptoquarks
Model Limit
R2: 1o Generation coupling < 1
R2: 2o Generation coupling < 0.1
R2: 3o Generation coupling < 0.01
R˜2: 1o, 2o, 3o Generation No bound
TABLE II. Limits on the couplings for the leptoquark models of
interest. We emphasize that the corrections to g-2 rising from all
these models are negative, and therefore they cannot accommodate
the muon magnetic moment deviation, but 1σ bounds can still be
placed under the assumption the anomaly is otherwise resolved. The
overall R˜2 contribution is quite small and hence no meaningful limit
could be placed.
In Fig.3 we show contributions to the muon magnetic mo-
ment for the LQ R2 with couplings of order one. The green
solid (dashed) horizontal lines are the current and projected
∆aµ. The red ones are the current (projected) 1σ limits as-
suming the anomaly is otherwise resolved. One can clearly
notice that the quark mass running in the loop is important
to the overall correction to g-2 since the different generations
yield different results. The contributions to the muon mag-
netic moment are negative for all generations. Anyhow, we
can still place limits on the masses of the LQs since their
contributions have to be within the 1σ error bars. That being
said we derive the limits: MV > 600 GeV (first generation),
MV > 8 TeV (second generation), MV > 50 TeV (third gen-
eration). We point out that our limits are valid for couplings
of order one. Since ∆aµ ∝ coupling2 the limits are strongly
sensitive to the couplings strength.
Focusing on 650 GeVR2, we find the following constraints
on couplings: λ ≤ 1 (first generation); λ ≤ 0.1 (second gen-
eration); λ ≤ 0.01 (third generation), where λ′s refer to the
muon-leptoquark couplings. A summary of those limits is pre-
sented in Table II. In conclusion, we emphasize that a first
generation 650 GeV R2 LQ is not ruled out by g-2 and it is in
principle a suitable candidate to explain the CMS excess.
As for the R˜2 LQ, the overall corrections to g-2 are negative
and small enough so that no meaningful limit can be placed
either on the couplings or the masses. Thus, R˜2 650 GeV
leptoquarks are also viable candidates to the explain the CMS
excess.
C. K and B-physics Constraints
Scalar LQs such as the ones presented in Eq. (1) contribute
to the K and B meson mixing, as well as leptonic and semi-
leptonic meson decays from those mesons. Therefore, using
current data important constraints might be derived. We re-
fer to Ref.[18] for limits on various LQs models. Here we
are focused on the LQ R˜2 because it the relevant one for our
further discussions. In this context of mesons mixing, me-
son oscillations M0 −M0 can have a new LQ mediated am-
plitude, with i-type leptons and some scalar LQ. The ampli-
tude is proportional to (λikλi)2, that rises from the effective
operator [bγµPRd][dγµPRb]. As for the leptonic (B0d,s →
l+l−,K0 → l+l−) and semi-leptonic (b → dl+l−, s →
dl+l−) decays, they are also sensitive to the aforementioned
product of couplings. For the LQ R˜2, the relevant inter-
actions are the four-fermion operators G(dRνL)(νLdR) and
G(dReL)(eLdR), where G ∼ λ2/m2LQ. In the Tables 2-4, we
summarize the updated the bounds on the product of lambdas
for a 650 GeV LQ following the recipe of Ref.[18]. In the
first column of Tables II-IV we exhibit bounds on a variety of
coupling products. Second and third column are the bounds
on the real and imaginary component of the products rising
from the mixing study. In third column we show which decay
channel has been studied, whereas in the fourth the respec-
tive constraint. Notice that these limits are complementary
to the muon magnetic moment one, but are mostly sensitive
to the non-diagonal couplings. We can conclude that order
of one diagonal couplings are consistent with data as long as
suppressed non-diagonal couplings are used. In other words, a
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FIG. 3. Contributions to the muon magnetic moment coming from first,second and third generation leptoquarks R2 for unity leptoquark
couplings. All individual contributions scale as the square of the couplings and are negative. We plotted the absolute value of the contributions
compared to current measurements. The green solid (dashed) horizontal lines are the current and projected ∆aµ . The red ones are the current
(projected) 1σ limits assuming the anomaly is otherwise resolved.
Yukawa Bounds
λ(··)λ
∗
(··) From Mixing From Decay
Real part Imag. part Channel Bound
(11)(12)∗ 1.2× 10−3 1.2× 10−3 K+ → pi+e+e− 2.6× 10−4
KL → pi0e+e− 6.0× 10−6
(21)(22)∗ 1.2× 10−3 1.2× 10−3 K+ → pi+µ+µ− 2.0× 10−4
KL → µ+µ− 1.4× 10−6
(31)(32)∗ 1.2× 10−3 1.2× 10−3 KL → pi0νν 1.0× 10−4
TABLE III. Bounds coming from K0 − K0 mixing and correlated
decays.
Yukawa Bounds
λ(··)λ
∗
(··) From Mixing From Decay
Real part Imag. part Channel Bound
(11)(13)∗ 0.03 0.03 B+ → pi+e+e− 1.1× 10−4
(21)(23)∗ 0.03 0.03 B+ → pi+µ+µ− 1.0× 10−4
(31)(33)∗ 0.03 0.03 B+ → pi+νν 4.3× 10−3
TABLE IV. Bounds coming from Bd − Bd mixing and correlated
decays.
550−650 GeV LQ might address the muon magnetic moment
while being consistent with K and B physics limits.
We note that other interesting correlations for leptoquark
models exist, with the observable RK , which is the ratio of
the branching fractions B → Kµµ and B → Kee, and for
which the recent LHCb measurement shows a 2.6σ deviation.
We refer to [19] for more details.
After discussing proton decay, muon magnetic moment and
electroweak constraints, we summarize in the next section the
Yukawa Bounds
λ(··)λ
∗
(··) From Mixing From Decay
Real part Imag. part Channel Bound
(12)(13)∗ 0.02 0.02 Bd → K0e+e− 7.7× 10−5
(22)(23)∗ 0.02 0.02 Bd → K∗µ+µ− 2.3× 10−4
(32)(33)∗ 0.02 0.02 B+ → K+νν 2.0× 10−3
TABLE V. Bounds coming from Bs − Bs mixing and correlated
decays.
collider bounds.
D. Collider Bounds
After LQs are pair produced through QCD interactions,
they decay to final states containing jets and leptons. The
bounds on the LQ masses thus depend on the branching frac-
tion to the various channels. Searches have been conducted
for all the generations. CMS has studied first generation LQs
with 19.6 fb−1 of data at the 8 TeV LHC. Events with eejj
and eνjj final states have been targeted. For the eejj chan-
nel, events with exactly two electrons with pT > 45 GeV,
and at least two jets with pT > (120, 45) GeV have been se-
lected; subsequently, for different LQ masses, the invariant
mass mee of the electrons, the scalar sum ST of the pT of
the two leading jets and the two electrons, and the average
electron-jet invariant mass mej , obtained from the two elec-
trons and two jets, were optimized. For the benchmark point
of m = 650 GeV, the cuts were mee > 155 GeV, ST > 850
GeV, and mej > 360 GeV. 36 signal events were observed,
against an expected background of 20.49±2.14±2.45(syst),
yielding a significance of 2.4σ. Interestingly, the number
5of signal events is lesser than the expected signal for a LQ
decaying purely into electrons and jets with 100% branch-
ing ratio. This implies that there is non-zero branching to
other states. In the eνjj channel, the optimized cuts are
ST > 1040 GeV, EmissT > 145 GeV, mej > 555 GeV and
mT,eν > 270 GeV. 18 signal events were observed over a
background of 7.54±1.20±1.07(syst), giving a significance
of 2.6. The CMS study cannot exclude LQs with masses of
650 GeV, and branching ratio β to an electron and a quark
β < 0.15. On the other hand, LQs with β = 1 (0.5) are
ruled out up to masses of 950 (845)GeV . From the above
discussion of bounds, it is clear that if the signal in the eejj
and eνjj channels are real, LQs have significant branching
to other states. Due to the stringent constraints on branching
to the second generation, it is natural to consider a scenario
where the LQ decays mainly into dark matter. In the next sec-
tion, we propose models where the latter is fulfilled.
III. LEPTOQUARKS AND DARKMATTER
Given the nature of the signal seen by CMS, it is clear that
considering models where the LQ decays primarily to dark
matter and jets is well-motivated. In this Section, we will pro-
vide the simplest such models. As we shall see, the conflu-
ence of proton decay, dark matter direct and indirect detection
bounds, and Higgs invisible decay constraints leads to a few
very limited and predictive scenarios.
A. The Model
In this work we focus on the LQ R˜2 = (3, 2, 1/6), to avoid
tree-level proton decay, as described previously. It is natural
to connect this field to the left-handed quark doublet. To en-
sure the stability of the dark matter candidate, we impose a
Z2 symmetry under which the dark sector is odd, whereas the
SM + LQ sector is even. This requires at least two fields (S
and χ) in the dark sector. Then, to satisfy SU(2)L charges, an
interesting possibility is to also have a gauge singlet scalar S
and a color-neutral SU(2) triplet fermion χ. Thus, in addition
to the SM, our model has the following content:
R˜2 = (3, 2, 1/6)+
χ = (1, 3, 0)− (11)
S = (1, 1, 0)− , (12)
where we have also displayed the charge under the Z2. No-
tice that to conserve lepton number, χ has lepton number
L = 1. We will require that χ has a Dirac mass term 2.
Several variations of the above model, with different SU(2)L
charge assignments for S and χ, are possible. These options
are outlined in Section IV C. Here, we will consider mainly
2 We could also accommodate a Majorana mass term if it is generated at a
high scale. This won’t change our results much.
the model with the SU(2)L triplet fermion and singlet scalar.
There are no four dimensional operators connecting the SM +
LQ sector to the dark sector ( apart from several “Higgs-portal
terms” for S, which we will display soon). Up to dimension
five, the operators we can write down are the following:
L ⊃ LSM −λijd d
i
RR˜
T
2 L
j
L−
1
Λ1
hiSQχR˜2− 1
Λ2
h′iSLχH .
(13)
We have not displayed the kinetic and mass terms for the new
fields. The scales Λ1 and Λ2 depend on the scale at which new
physics sets in (the corresponding effective operators can be
realised within renormalizable mediator models), and will be
taken to be ∼ 1 TeV.
We now turn to a discussion of the bounds on the Yukawa
parameters λij in Eq. 13.
B. Bounds on Yukawas λij
The approximate constraint coming from collider processes
is
LHC : λij >∼ 10−8 , (14)
which comes from ensuring decay at the collision point. This
bound is weak enough that it will not affect any of our sub-
sequent analysis. Moreover, the LQ does not couple to the
top quark, so there is no mt enhancement to µ → eγ due
to a charged lepton chirality flip at one loop. Thus, bounds
on the Yukawas coming from flavor violation in the charged
lepton sector are expected to be small for this model. Much
stronger bounds rise from neutral meson mixing and semi-
leptonic and leptonic decays though. These bounds mostly
affect off-diagonal entries of the Yukawa matrix as discussed
in the Section 2.3.
C. Spectrum and Decays
It is useful to write
χ =
(
1√
2
χ0 χ+
χ− − 1√
2
χ0
)
. (15)
One obtains the same tree level mass for the neutral and
charged eigenstates, while there is a loop level splitting given
by loops of SM gauge bosons. The mass splitting of two states
with charges Q and Q′ is given by [20]
∆M = MQ −MQ′ = α2mχ
4pi
{
(Q2 −Q′2)s2Wf(
MZ
mχ
)
+(Q−Q′)(Q+Q′ − 2Y )
[
f(
MW
mχ
)− f(MZ
mχ
)
]}
(16)
where
f(r) =
{
+r
[
2r3 ln r − 2r + (r2 − 4)1/2(r2 + 2) lnA] /2
−r [2r3 ln r − kr + (r2 − 4)3/2 lnA] /4
(17)
6where the upper and lower results are for a fermion and scalar
respectively, with A = (r2 − 2 − r√r2 − 4)/2 and sW the
sine of the weak angle.
For mχ ∼ O(100 − 500) GeV, one obtains ∆M ∼ 166
MeV 3. The decay widths of the LQ are given by
Γ
R˜2→(lj) '
λ2NfmR˜2
4pi
(18)
Γ
R˜2→(χj) '
h2Nf
8pi2
m3
R˜2
Λ21
, (19)
where Nf is the number of colors of the quark in the final
state. We have denoted a leptonic final state by l, and a quark
final state with j. As stated in Ref.[13], a χ2 fit to the data
prefers a 550 GeV LQ with BRνj,lj ' 0.15, or a 650 GeV
LQ with BRνj ' 0.13 and BRlj ' 0.21. Our model is
suitable for a 550 GeV LQ since the leptonic branching ratios
are the same. We point out that mild changes are expected in
the aforementioned meson related bounds in case one targets
a 650 GeV LQ. In order to fulfil the former setup, we need
h/λ ' 5.6 for Λ = 1 TeV or h/λ ' 56 for Λ = 10 TeV,
which is feasible. We note that the production of LQs at the
LHC depends on the strong coupling constant αs, and it is
nearly independent of the couplings λ1i. In fact, the CMS
study took a value of λ1i = 0.3, which is small enough so
that single LQ production can be neglected. In our model,
this translates to h ∼ O(1), which is natural. Since the ex-
cess is mild the quoted numbers are very sensitive to further
investigation from the collaboration, but it is clear we have a
plausible model. We note a small caveat. After electroweak
symmetry breaking, the term 1Λ2h
′
iSLχH induces the decay
χ → lS, with a decay width Γ ∼ (vew/Λ2)2mχ. This will in-
duce R˜2 → (l+j+E/T). However, we see later that dark mat-
ter constraints will force us into a benchmark scenario where
we would not expect this scenario to have survived the jet and
electron pT cuts in the CMS eνjj study 4.
IV. DARKMATTER PHENOMENOLOGY
In this section, we discuss the dark matter phenomenology
of our model. There are two possibilities: either one of χ and
S can be the dark matter candidate. We first discuss the case of
scalar dark matter S, and subsequently discuss the bounds on
the fermionic candidate χ. The dark matter stability is guaran-
teed by the discrete symmetry. We note that in the absence of
the symmetry, there is no need for the singlet scalar S, and the
fermion χ is enough to satisfy the quantum numbers. How-
ever, there is a fast decay channel through the h′iLχH term in
that case.
3 We note that there are corrections to this mass splitting coming from the
dimension 5 operators in Eq. 13. However, these corrections will not sig-
nificantly change our results.
4 In principle, this signal can also be avoided by choosing Λ2 large enough
that the χ decay happens outside the detector.
A. Scalar Dark Matter
The scalar S can annihilate through the Higgs portal.
Specifically, the relevant terms in the Lagrangian are
L ⊃ 1
2
∂µS∂
µS − m
2
0
2
S2 − λs
4
S4 − λDM
4
S2H†H . (20)
After electroweak symmetry breaking, shifting the Higgs by
its vacuum value h→ h+ vew (where h denotes the physical
Higgs), and using H†H =
√
2hvew, the S−dependent part of
the potential becomes
V =
1
2
(m20+
λDM
4
v2ew)S
2+
λs
4
S4+
λDM
2
√
2
vewS
2h+
λDM
2
S2h2 .
(21)
The mass of the dark matter is given bym2S = m
2
0 +
λDM
4 v
2
ew.
We will assume that the couplings satisfy conditions for the
existence of a stable vacuum, and a thermal history for S (typ-
ically, this amounts to requiring λDM ≥ 10−8). The coupling
λDM sets the relic abundance as well as the spin independent
scattering cross section of the dark matter candidate. There
are only two free parameters: λDM and the mass mS . If S
is lighter than half of the Higgs mass, the h → SS channel
becomes kinematically available and changes the measured
invisible width of Higgs. The current limit on this is roughly
10 − 15% [21, 22], and a projected bound of 5% at 14 TeV
LHC after 300fb−1 has been claimed [23]. We use the latter.
The Higgs branching ratio into S is
Brh→SS =
Γh→SS
Γvis + Γh→SS
(22)
where Γvis = 4.07 MeV for Mh = 125 GeV and,
Γh→SS =
λ2DMv
2
ew
8 · 32piMh
(
1− 4m
2
S
M2h
)
(23)
This bound is depicted in Fig.4 (grey shaded region). Our re-
sults agree well with Refs.[27, 28]. It is clear that λDM has
to be smaller than ∼ 10−2 to obey the Higgs invisible width
limit. The relic abundance and the scattering cross section of
the scalar as a function of the two relevant parameters λDM
and the mass mS has been computed. The relic density is
driven by the s-channel annihilation into Standard Model par-
ticles. There is a subdominant annihilation into hh, through
the quartic scalar interaction S2h2 in Eq.21 and by t-channel
S exchange. In Fig.4 the region determined by the green curve
yields the right abundance in agreement with Ref.[27, 30].
The cyan region is ruled out by LUX bounds based on the
2013 data [24], whereas the red one is excluded by the pro-
jected XENON1T results [25]. Our numerical calculations
are performed using micrOMEGAS [26]. Clearly, thermally
produced singlets S are excluded by direct detection data for
mS <∼ 100 GeV, unless it is at the Higgs resonance. In order
for the LQ to decay to dark matter, we need mS ≤ 325 GeV.
Thus from Fig.4 we see that the next run of XENON1T and
LUX will decisively rule out this model.
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FIG. 4. Left: Direct detection and Higgs width constraints on the singlet scalar dark matter scenario. Current LUX bound excludes masses
below ∼ 100 GeV. Projected XENON1T limit will be able to rule out the entire few GeV − 1 TeV mass range. Right: Annihilation cross
section into WW final states for the triplet fermion dark matter model along with the Fermi-LAT dwarf galaxy exclusion limit. We conclude
that Fermi-LAT rules out fermion triplet dark matter below ∼ 400 GeV.
B. Fermionic Triplet Dark Matter
The field χ is a fermionic triplet with a Dirac mass term.
Its couplings to the Standard Model relevant for relic density
calculations and indirect/direct detection bounds is that of su-
persymmetric Wino dark matter 5. Triplet dark matter is un-
der severe tension in the mass range we are considering (the
case of the Wino has been studied in detail [29]). We outline
the main bounds here. For the triplet fermionic dark matter
(χ0, χ±), the relevant portion of the interaction Lagrangian
with the Standard Model comes through gauge interactions:
Lint = − e
sW
(
χ˜0γµχ˜−W †µ + h.c.
)
+e
cW
sW
χ˜−γµχ˜−Zµ + eχ˜−γµχ˜−Aµ . (24)
Here, e is the electric charge, sW = sin θW and cW = cos θW
with θW being the Weinberg angle. The leading contribution
to the χ-quark interaction comes from one-loop interactions.
After evaluating the relevant diagrams, it turns out that
σSI ∼ 10−47 cm2 (25)
in the mass range of interest. We refer to [31] for further de-
tails. This may be probed by XENON1T. On the other hand,
the model is severely constrained by indirect detection data.
Continuum photons arise from the tree level annihilation pro-
cess χ0χ0 → W+W−. Fermi-LAT dwarf galaxy data [32]
rules out triplet dark matter masses up to around 400 GeV,
5 Winos are Majorana, whereas χ is Dirac. However, for the purposes of
indirect/direct bounds in this case, the results are similar.
while galactic center data rules it out up to around 700 GeV
for either NFW or Einasto profiles [33]. Such bounds become
stronger (weaker) if one considers steeper (less steep) profiles,
such as those possibly motivated by massive black holes [34]
(isothermal models).
C. Variations and Other Options for Dark Matter
In this subsection, we briefly discuss other dark matter
possibilities and variations of the model we described. We
will only consider dark sectors with Y = 0. Candidates
with Y 6= 0 have vector-like interactions with the Z boson,
that gives spin-independent scattering cross-sections which
are ruled out by current direct detection constraints. This con-
clusion could be altered if for example χ dark matter is Majo-
rana, in which case it cannot have a vector-like coupling to Z.
This is reminiscent of Higgsino dark matter in supersymme-
try. However, such a mass term would violate lepton number
in our case, and would have to be generated at a high scale, as
mentioned before. We are thus led to the variations outlined
in this Section.
1. Fermion Singlet Dark Matter
A simple variation of the model presented before is
R˜2 = (3, 2, 1/6)+
χ = (1, 1, 0)− (26)
S = (1, 1, 0)− , (27)
with a Lagrangian still given by Eq. 13. As we have men-
tioned before, it is possible in this variation to accommodate a
8gauge singlet Dirac fermion dark matter, if χ is lighter than S.
The dark matter annihilation and scattering cross sections are
set by the fermionic dark matter Higgs portal 6. This has been
studied in detail by [36]. In this context the coupling between
χ and H can be written as
L ⊃ 1
Λ
(vewh+ (1/2)h
2)(cos ξχχ+ sin ξχiγ5χ) , (28)
where cos ξ and sin ξ control the relative strengths of the
CP−conserving and violating terms. Similar to the scalar
Higgs portal, direct detection experiments severely constrain
this model. Current LUX bounds can accommodate mχ ∼
300 GeV for cos ξ2 ∼ 0.5. However, for smaller dark matter
masses, the pseudoscalar component must dominate rapidly to
evade bounds. This is an unnatural tuning of the Lagrangian.
The resonant Higgs portal with mχ ∼ 60 GeV is allowed for
all values of cos ξ. However, this is a very specific dark mat-
ter mass that is not a priori motivated from UV physics. In the
next section we discuss another possible variation of the dark
sector.
2. Scalar Triplet Dark Matter
Another variation of the original model that may be consid-
ered is to switch the SU(2) charges of the scalar and fermion,
leading to the following particle content
R˜2 = (3, 2, 1/6)+
χ = (1, 1, 0)− (29)
S = (1, 3, 0)− , (30)
with the same Lagrangian in Eq. 13 as before. A quartic inter-
action with the Higgs is also possible, which will induce mass
splitting within the multiplet. When the interaction strength is
small, the splitting reverts to the usual 166 MeV induced by
gauge couplings. The constraints from indirect detection are
very stringent in the mass range we are considering [37] as
once can see in Figure IV C 2, where we display the annihila-
tion cross section of scalar triplets into WW final states and
the Fermi bound. It is evident that Fermi dwarf galaxy data
rules out scalar triplet dark matter up to ∼ 550 GeV.
D. Comments on Collider Signatures
In the previous sections, we have described the dark matter
candidates that are capable of coupling to LQs and satisfy-
ing all constraints from colliders, proton decay, and direct and
indirect detection experiments. The possible candidates are
quite limited:
6 TheZ2 symmetry forbids a term likeχχS. Such a term could have been al-
lowed if only χ was odd under the Z2 symmetry, while S was even. In that
case, a term like SH†H , allowed by the symmetries, would have mixed S
with the Higgs, allowing for a Higgs portal connection for χ through the
χχS term. Such models have been studied by [35]. In our case, this charge
assignment under Z2 would forbid the all-important 1Λ1 hiSχQR˜2 term.
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FIG. 5. The viable and excluded mass range of the scalar triplet
model. The blue line is the annihilation cross section to WW final
state in the current Universe. The black line is the bound from Fermi-
LAT data.
1. A scalar singlet in the mass range of 100 GeV − 325
GeV, coupled to the Higgs portal, evades LUX bounds;
2. A fermion singlet in the mass range of 300 GeV with a
significant pseudoscalar coupling;
3. A scalar or fermionic singlet in the resonant Higgs por-
tal, with mass ∼ 60− 65 GeV.
Scalar and fermionic triplets, which are the other possibili-
ties, are ruled out by indirect detection in the mass range of
interest. We now briefly discuss the opportunities for collider
studies of the scenarios above. After the LQ with mass ∼ 650
GeV decays to χ and S, there is a further decay of χ to a lep-
ton and S. Thus, the final state from each LQ decay consists of
l, j and E/T. It would be very interesting to probe this scenario
in 2l + 2j + E/T events. For dark matter in the mass range
100 − 325 GeV that we are considering in scenarios (1) and
(2), the lepton and jets are expected to be significantly softer
than the cuts employed in the LQ eνjj study. Moreover, since
mLQ ∼ mS + mχ, this is a compressed scenario where the
missing energy release is small. It would be very interesting
to probe this scenario in events with significant boosting due
to the presence of high pT initial jets [38], where appreciable
E/T to distinguish signal and background may be obtained.
V. CONCLUSIONS
This paper has been motivated by the mild excess seen by
CMS in the eejj and eνjj channels, in its first generation LQ
search. If the excess is indeed due to a LQ in the mass range of
550− 650 GeV, then there has to be branching to other states
which are not captured in those channels. Given the stringent
bounds on second and third generation LQs, the idea of tying
LQs to dark matter is well motivated.
Among the leptoquark models presented in Table I, we were
left with only R2 and R˜2 to avoid fast proton decay. Due to
9its quantum number R˜2 seems more attractive from a model
building perspective. Taking R˜2 as our candidate, the gauge
charges of the LQ, stability of the dark matter, and avoid-
ing large Z−mediated nucleon-dark matter scattering cross-
section force us to consider a limited set gauge charge as-
signments in the dark sector. The dark matter can be either
a scalar/fermion triplet, or a scalar/fermion singlet. The for-
mer cases are ruled out by Fermi-LAT data in the mass range
of interest. For the singlets, the following options emerge:
1. A scalar singlet in the mass range of 100 GeV − 325
GeV, coupled to the Higgs portal;
2. A fermion singlet in the mass range of 300 GeV with a
significant pseudoscalar coupling to the Higgs portal;
3. A scalar or fermionic singlet in the resonant Higgs por-
tal, with mass ∼ 60− 65 GeV.
Those finding are consistent with muon magnetic moment,
proton decay, K0 and B0 mesons constraints. Lastly, we
have also outlined collider strategies for exploring these cases.
The most promising search channels would be 2l + 2j + E/T
events, with significant boosting due to the compresed nature
of the spectrum.
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